
say Hello
Flip Click Clock to the



Simply lined and Intelligently made

Natural materials, Intelligent technology, Fine details.

The brand new Gingko Flip Click Clock is the 2nd

generation from our 6 years best-selling Click Clock
collection and it has kept the same sharp and clean
lines design concept as our cube click clocks.

The Flip Click Clock is crafted with natural wood
material and incorporated with our popular sound
activated LED clock system , touch control top and
the new flip alarm technology. It’s designed to
enhance your whole experience of day to day
alarm clock use.

Small but smart, simple but clever .



Accurately operated
and Silently disappeared

The Flip Click Clock retains the same sound activated
feature as our click clock range.
The display automatically disappears when it’s quiet
but still moves perfectly accurate every second. It lights
up again when you give a gentle touch, or a cheerful
clap, or a magical click of your fingers.

The Flip Click Clock only tells you the time now (12 or 24
hour format) and no longer  alternates between date
and temperature. However, this simplified display
function has made it super-easy to set up.



Responsibly tailored
and Playfully performed

The Flip Click Clock is tailored to you.

The technologies built into the Flip Click Clock changes
your normal way of using an alarm clock. When the
Gingko Logo shows on top it means the alarm is off and
when the nicely engraved alarm icon shows on top
instead  it means the alarm is turned on.

To set the time and alarm, simply touch the fine laser
engraved buttons.

When the alarm goes off, gently ‘stroke’ any of these
engraved buttons on the top to snooze and to turn off
the alarm, you can easily flip it over and the numbers
will be magically corrected to a normal display as well,
keeping the same time and moving as accurate as
before.

Flip Click Clock, a design object tailored to be playful as
well.



Ergonomically driven,
and User-friendly designed,

The clean and clear touch buttons are
beautifully engraved on the top of the Flip
Click Clock. Touching the finely engraved
natural wood buttons with your finger and
setting up the Flip Click Clock can also be
an enjoyable thing to do.

The removal of date and temperature
displays makes the time and alarm set up
easier than ever, just simply put your finger
on the hour (HR) or minute (MIN) button to
change the numbers, and touch time icon
button to confirm, then the job is done.

Simplest ever alarm clock thanks to its
ergonomic and user-friendly design.



The brand new  Flip Click Clock is powered by
an integrated 2000mAh rechargeable battery
and battery life can last up to more than 6
months from one full charge when in sound
activated display.

It’s fully portable thanks to its rechargeable
feature and that also makes it a perfect travel
alarm clock.

Efficiently powered
and conveniently  placed



In-depth details
and outstanding features

Every innovative product is featured with their own
outstanding technical details and below are a list
of technical features of the Flip Click Clock:

- powered by in-built 2000 mAh rechargeable
  battery with USB charging cable included or
  DC5V plug adapter (not included)
- alarm clock in sound activated or permanent
  display
- 12 or 24 hours display
- natural wood finishes in walnut, cherry, white
  maple and ash
- touch control buttons
- flip technology: the numbers automatically
  correct themselves when it’s flipped over
- battery life: approx 6 months in sound activated
  display or 2-3 weeks in permanent display
- charging time: 3-4 hours
- product size: 115 x 70 x 36mm / 4.25’’ x 2.75’’ x
  1.42’’ (L*W*H)
- product weight: 150g / 0.33 lbs



Distinctively selected,
and Exclusively produced

Every natural wood crafted on the Flip Click
Clock is distinctively selected with our
sensation of nature in style, and every Flip
Click Clock is responsibly and  exclusively
produced in our people-driven factory.

The Flip Click Clock is currently available in
ash, walnut, cherry and white maple wood
finishes, to meet your needs of style for your
home.

G003C15
Flip Click Clock -Cherry

G003M13
Flip Click Clock - White Maple

G003A12
Flip Click Clock - Ash

G003W8
Flip Click Clock - Walnut



Beloved customers and your trustworthy supplier

Every new product we have launched is driven by your passion and every growth Gingko has achieved is made from your support.

However, a united growth is a more meaningful growth to us and we, as your trustworthy supplier,  would love to grow together with you
and your beloved customers.  So let’s get united and present this brand new lovely Flip Click Clock to your beloved customers together.

 The FIRST limited stock will be available from 15th of September 2018 and we’re now accepting your pre-orders,  if you would like to
secure your delivery.

The Flip Click Clock is a patented product from Gingko Electronics Ltd; the EU Design Patent / Design Registration Number: 005283116-0001
The words of Flip Click Clock is a registered  trade mark of Gingko Electronics Ltd



Unit C27, Holly Farm Business Park
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